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FOREWORD
This final report documents the ET thermal environment generation work per-
formed under the ET Aerothermal Design Criteria Verification study (NAS8-36946).
The work was performed for the Thermal Environments Branch (ED-33) of the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
During the course of the work, significant results and progress were documented
in the progress reports submitted each month. The purpose of this report is to
summarize the thermal environment generation methodology and to present a
comparison with the Rockwell IVBC-3 environments. The report is presented in
two volumes. Volume I contains the methodology and environment summaries.
Volume II contains the plotted timewise environments comparing the REMTECH
results to the Rockwell IVBC-3 results.
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TABLE 2 : AEROHEATING AND PLUME CONVECTION MAX HEATING
RATE SUMMARY FOR BODY POINT LOCATIONS XT >_ 1872
























































































































Method to use when
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TABLE 2 CONC:
AEROHEATING AND PLUME CONVECTION MAX HEATING
RATE SUMMARY FOR BODY POINT LOCATIONS XT >_ 1872
Aeroheating*
REMTECH
Body XT 8r Max Heating
Point Rate
51609 2028.00 30.9 7.07
51611 2028.00 30.9 4.80
1021 2031.65 289.5 4.55
1300 2032.00 355.0 7.86
6647 2033.00 23.5 7.47
6929 2036.45 19.0 10.60
7920 2036.46 0.0 5.49
7929 2036.46 180.0 1.38
7925 2036.46 270.0 3.57
7922 2036.46 315.0 1.92
7921 2036.46 337.5 2.87
1041 2040.76 250.5 2.65
1023 2048.45 289.5 5.46
1043 2048.75 250.5 3.43
1025 2052.65 289.5 9.14
1205 2053.50 312.6 7.08
1303 2053.50 355.0 9.68
1046 2053.75 250.5 6.76
7930 2058.00 0.0 3.52
7939 2058.00 180.0 1.06
7937 2058.00 225.0 1.24
1054 2058.00 247.0 6.51
7935 2058.00 270.0 6.96
1032 2058.00 283.9 7.00
1211 2058.00 319.4 6.96
7931 2058.00 337.5 6.72
1307 2058.00 357.1 9.41
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* Note: The aeroheating max. heating rates are for time _< 95 seconds.
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PLOTTED DATA TIMEWISE COMPARISON OF REMTECH/ROCKWELL
IVBC-3 ASCENT DESIGN HEATING RATES (TW = 460°R)
Note: The tabulated heat loads include plume convection for body
point locations at XT >_ 1871.
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ASCENT DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS FOR THE ET NOSE SPIKE
AND 40 DEG CONE ACREAGE BODY POINTS
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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• Acceptable agreement between RI and REfEECH heating rates during
first stage flight
• Difference between RI and _[YECH during second stage flight is
unacceptable
• Problem analyzed and conlusion was that RI values are incorrectly
low during second stage flight
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• _W_-'_TECHenvironment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets of flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, @T = !B0-)
• Wind tunnel data ,_as laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• I%_MTECH environments ass u_ed that the heating smplification
factor over the entire 40 cone surface is constant
RI environments based on wind turu-.e! distributions which
measured low heating levels for. XT< 350
Difference between RI and _.q_ECH enviror_ents should noc
impact carrent TPS design
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_CH environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets _f flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, g_ = !80 _)
Wind tunnel data ,_as laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• Rk-MTE.-C_enviror_ents assumed that the hea ....g a_mlification
factor over the entire 40 ° cone surface is constant
RI environments based on wind tunnel distributions which
measured low heating levels for XT< 350
Difference bet_,_en RI and P_._.-C4 environments should not
imzact c_rrent TPS design
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cc_s
• .:L_EC_ environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets _f flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, 8T = 180 _)
• Wind tunnel data %_s laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• R&MTECg environments ass u_ed that the heating amplification
factor over the entire 40 cone surface is constant
• R! environments based on wind tunnel distributions which
measured low heating levels for XT< 350
• Difference between RZ and _.=_ffE_Cgenvironments should not
impact carrent TPS design
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• L._C4 environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets of flight data measured at one
iccation (XT = 350, 8T = 180-)
• Wind tunnel data was laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• R_tTECH environments ass u_ed that the heating amplification
_ac_or over .he en_i+e "+0 cone surfac_ is constant
• RI environments based on wind t_nne! distributions which
measured low heating levels for XT< 350
• Difference bet_;een RI and R_-MTEC4 environments should not
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CCM_NTS
• Rh-MTECH environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets of flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, 8T = 180-)
• Wind tunnel data was laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• REMq_.CH environments ass u_ed t,hat the heating amplification
factor over the entire 40 cone surface is constant
• RI enviror_ents based on wind tunnel distributions which
measured low heating levels for XT< 350
• Difference between RI and ._[FEC4 environments should not
impact current TPS design
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COMMENTS
• ,o_-MTEC4 environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were based on six sets of flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, 8T = 180 v)
• Wind tunnel data was larainar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be transitional/turbulent
• RSMTECH environments assu_ned that the heating amplification
factor over the entire 40 ° cone surface is constant
• RI environments based on wind tunnel distributions which
measured low heating levels for XT< 350
• Difference between RI and P_,.=_4TEC4environments should not
impac= c_rrent TPS design
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O R_MTECH environment includes nose spike interference effects
that were 'cased on six sets of flight data measured at one
location (XT = 350, 8T = 180-)
Wind tunnel data ,_as laminar/transitional whereas flight data
appeared to be t__nszt_ona_/_ur_ul_.t
• R_MTECH environments assumed that the heating amplification
factor over the entire 40° cone is constant
• During first stage flight R_ has higher amplification factors
thanRSMTE_
• During first stage flight RZ has lower undisturbed heating
than _-NTEC4
• Differences between RI and ?_-.=_CSCHenvironments should not
impact current TPS design
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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ASCENT DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS FOR THE ET LO2 TANK
ACREAGE BODY POINTS
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Fig. 1 C_parison of RI and _ £nvlronments for Body Point 60400
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BOOY POINT 60405
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t00 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME_ (SEC)
Fig. 2 Comparison of RI and REMTECH Envlronmencs for Body Point 60405
• The difference in maximum heating rate between Rockwell and
REMTECH generates into a difference of _ 0.3 inches of CPR.
This is within the uncertainty allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 3 Comparison on RI and PJ94TECH Environments for Body Point 60407
• The difference in maximum heating rate between Rockwell and
REMTECH generates into a difference of _ 0.3 inches of CPR.
This is within the uncertainty allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of RI and RE_TE_ Environments for Body Point 6040g.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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BOOY POINT 60411
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of RI and REMTECH Environments for Body Point 60413
6SO
• The difference in maximum heating rate between Rockwell and
REMTECH generates into a difference of < 0.3 inches of CPR.
This is within the uncertainty allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of RI and _ Enviror_ents for Body Point 60418
$The difference in maximum heating rate between Rockwell and
REMTECH generates into a difference of _--- 0.3 inches of CPR.
This is within the uncertainty allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of RI and REMTECH Environments for Body Point 60500
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of RI and PdDffECH environments for Body Point 60507
• The difference in max heating rate between Rockwell and REMTECH
generates_0.3 inches of CPR. This is within the uncertainty
allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. Ii Comparison of RI and RDflY/_ Environments for Body Point 60510
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of RI and REITrECH Environments for Body Point 60517
• The difference in max heating rate between Rockwell and REMTECH
generates _ 0.3 inches of CPR. This is within the uncertainty
allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Comparison of RI and REMTECHEnvironments for BodyPoint 60601
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of RI and _ Environments for Body Point 60609
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of RI and REHTECH Environments for Body Point 60610
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Fig. 17 Comparison of RI and R_MTECH Environments for Body POint 60617
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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• The difference in max heating rate between Rockwell and KEMTECH
generates < 0.3 inches of CPR. This is within the uncertainty
allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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• The difference in maximum heating rate between Rockwell and
REMTECH generates into a difference of _ 0.3 inches of CPR.
This is within the uncertainty allowed in applying the TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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REMTECI I 326.2
_50 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreemen_ is acceptable; no TPS impact.
5 ....















I l l. I
S'_'BOL
THETA T- 36.4 OEG.






































llllllllIllllllllllt IIIIIIIII _lh,,, , t_ :t _








200 300 3_0 ,400 450 500
TIME (BEC)
THETA T- 4B.3 DEB.
I }EAT LO+IE)











Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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II Itlll /1111111 iiiiiiiir
THETA T-- 3i.5 DEG.
I I I i







I I I I I
'150 200 ;>50 300 350 400 450 500 550
TIME (SEC)
600 650







I I I III I I I I I I I II I _ I1_1 III
o
0 50 t00 150
BODY POINT 6150q
XT-- 715.B IN.. THETA T-- 3i.5 DEG.
I I I v I I
HEAT LOAD





200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.



















300 350 .400 450 500 550 600 650
TTHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
0 ....














































































XT- 75q.2 IN,, THETA T- 36.0 DEG.
i
HEAT LOAD




50 t00 150 RO0
4
250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550
TIHE (SEC)
600 650

















L02 ACREAGE DISTURBED XT- 75q.2 IN.. THETA T- 45. i OEG.
i i i i i i
HEAT LOAD
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION BTU/FT 2
|,i _ _ ....... l|Dp ....|.. ..... ,.t.... t.,_--_t .,,,t.l'_, ..H_--







Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
93
---T














THETA T-- 3i.5 DEG.










.................... _ .................................... _,,, _,.,._ ...._-. .......
o
0 50 100 _50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME { SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
94




0 50 100 150 200 250
BODY POINT 6180q
XT- 773.7 IN.. THETA T- 3t.5 BEG.
HEAT LOAD
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION BTU/FT 2
RI 169.6
...... REMFECH 260. I
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
5 ....












































_11111111 [lllll II IIIIIIII 111111111 II'I'_H;,;: ;/;.::::!! ,,,,,i,l,





I III1' L "1 lit .... I! _1 _-- .." : ; ;, ;,,, l i i i i i h I I I I I'11Iii i





Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
6 .....


















L02 ACREAGE OISTURBEO XT- 786.2 IN..
m
0 50 100 150 200 250
SYMBOL
THETA T- 3t.5 OEG.
1 i i
HEAT LOAD





..... .., ....... ,,- -_o,,_ _-,,,H,,, ,,, .... __l,aHil
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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THETA T-- 3t.5 DEG.
i i 1





300 350 400 450 500 550
TIME (SEC)
600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
F:_ E r,,._ -'1- ,_="C I.-.-g RTR 174-01
BODY POINT 62t0q


















Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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" [LJ|[J|JJl llllll|l |11 ill| liill|il|
O 50 100 150 200
llllll|l_l
BOOY POINT 70qO0










IIIIII lllll||i iI|llllll IIIiiii
250 300 350
TIME [ SEC)
400 450 500 550 500 550
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 375. 10 IN. . THETA T- _BO.O DEG.
J
HT_T LOAD







lllllllll IIIllllll Illllllll Illllllll _ _ _Rff1-r-_ i|1111111 i Ill ill i l Ill , .I,
50 t00 t50 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
101
_=_=" r,,,A "-r- _'- c J--_ RTR 174-01
LO2 TANK ACREAGE
BOOY _OINT 70q56













0 50 iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 375. t0 IN..
II
I











_o _oo _o _oo _o _oo _o _oo _o _oo _o
TIME (SEC)
IO0


































IIIIIIIII III1|1111 11117Tm Illiltll [ i] lil_ II1|11111 II1|11111 IIIIIIIII IIIIIIII
t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 500 650
TIHE (SEC)
0 50 iO0
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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L02 TANK ACREAGE XT- 375._0 IN.. THETA T- 270.0 OEG.
i _ _ _ I .... 1__ i .... n , -
i ttF_AT
i SYMBOL DESCRIPTION BE//
i[J i RI 846.8










III II li|l| /lllillJl |IIIIIIII;II|III||1 llllnlllltllllillll |fllll|/l l|||l|l[J| |ll|lllll| |lll||lll
100 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
















THETA T- 2g2.5 DEG.






I I I I III I I I I I I I I III 11I1_ _ "l'fl"Trl'_Ti _ i i i I i i i I !111111 iii Iiiiitllll ilflllll
t00 150 ;200 250 :300 350 4OO 450 500 550 600 650
T_:HE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 375. i0 IN.. "rHETA T- 337.5 BEG.
i50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC}





























0 50 :l.O0 t50
THETA T-- 0.0 DEG.
Jlllll/LI/LUlLLIZL l
i
J " J t l ]
HEAT LOAD
SYMBOL DKSCR IPT ION B_J/FT 2










_l*llf ,,llllll[ Iltlllltl IIIllllll Illlllllllllll[llll,llllllltt
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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P.._::;=;:;_._'--'_,.;_JI::::;:: :_ IIIIIlill tllllllll IIIIIIIII
t50 200 L:_O 300 :350 400 450 500 550 600 550
TIHE (SEC)





XT- 42t.30 _N. . THETA T-- 202.5 DEG.
| ..... I._ I. __I ........ I -. l
}EAT I.,OAD












_111111111 _--'ll .... ,.1_
t50 200 250 300 _50
TIME ( SEC}
..., I :_..-;l_r_, i,ii, ii ,|111,111 ,1111111, IIIIIJH
400 450 500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
III -
































































Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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100 250 300 350 400 450
TIME (SEC)
THETA T-' 2,47.5 DE6.
















llllltlll IIIIII111! lllllllll! II1111111
500 550 600 850
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact:.
113 ---_








































i_rrllzzl |1111111_- ]llllllll III]IIIJP|
I
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 +400 450 500 550 BOO B50
TIME ( SEC}
i
IIIIIIII1: l/IJIIIII i IIIIllllJ
Agreemen5 is acceptable; no TPS impact.
114 --:_



















XT- 421.30 IN.. THETA T- 2q2.5 DEG.
-- , , __-r__".! ..... i.'. i __
SYMBOL D_ I_I ON _/_2
RI 606,6
...... IE_E£CH 743. I






I a I ti ' [
i I ,













150 200 250 300
TIME ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
11,5 -;































50 100 t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550
TIHE ( SEC}
600 65O
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
116 ....





















5O 100 150 200 _NSO 300 350 400 450 500
TIME (SEC)
55O 6OO 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
117 ---



































0 I|IIAIIII IIIIIIIAI I-||llll|l IILllilJl T'_T. II
0 50 100 t50 200 250
BOOY POINT 71100












=..¢t,.-= ..i..nil411t.LIl| 11|1.11111 |IIUIiI||IIIIII|II




Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT-- 453.60 IN.. THETA T- 180.0 DE6.
-. , . , • . . •







5O 100 i50 200 2.50 300 350 400 450 ._30 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC]





























SYMBOL DESCRIPTION I BTU/FT2
I




I1|111111 iill|llil _[[] .;;,;Jl;; ,;;;,,ll]l _ Illllllll Ilillll |llllllll
iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 6.50
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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100 150 200 250 300 350
TZH£ (SEC)



















450 500 550 600


















































XT- 457.40 IN.. THETA T-- t80.0 DEG.
Illllllll TIIIIII,]
_oo










I["111 I | I I I
250 500
._7,,, "/5_
*,ffl-M-_ .I4[_t_t_ l_"[*_':: :..A[ till| IIIIIHII Iltllllll
150 300 350 400 450 550 500 650
TIHE (see)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
123 --






















t00 t50 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
123 -':-
F:__" M -r- E C l-.-._ RTR 174-01
LO2 TANK ACREAGE
BODY POINT 71275
XT- 467.40 IN.. THETA T- 270.0 OEG.
l ; i i
HEAT LOAD






















_: ......... ,,ll ,,,,,,o ,oo,,,o, i..... °,,. ,,,.,,.,°
200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 850
TIME ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0 50 100 250 200 250 300 3.50
TIHE (SEC)
.... ilill*ll fill ! Illllllll Illllllll
400 450 500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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THETA T- 0.0 DEG.
















LI.ILI.III/ l|£1¢!1J1 LIILLJlttt|UJJ.tLI! JLIJJ.IJ_.L_._t_ ILL;._';;;;;_; ..... ,,,_i, !!tJl!llJ I














500 550 600 650






















































THETA T- t80.0 DEG.
i ..... * ..... t
J J EAT LOAD







|II|I'PY'T'_ I|1_1"_'_1 IJlllllll II11111| IIIIll|i illJllll




l"rCl i I i _ ffllll_
200 250
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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I111( LIlIIIIII IIIIlUL _
0 50 t00 150 200 250
BODY POINT 71356
XT- 513.60 TN.. THETA T- 202.5 OEG.
+ . -- i - . .i .....
_T LOAD






_::_111 IIIIIiiii iiiiiilil i iiiiii
,400 450 500 550 SO0 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
128 -._
+

































XT- 513.60 IN.. THETA T- 225.0 DEG.
















400 450 500 550 600 650
• The difference in max heating rate amounts to _0.I inches of
TPS, well within the allowable application uncertainty of
0.38 inches of CPR.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Hill I LLLII II 1
t50 200 250
THETA T- 247.5 DES.
I ..... I .... I_ i
...... LR_TECH








450 500 550 600 650
• The difference in maximum heating rate amounts to a difference
of _ 0.i inches of TPS, well within the allowable application
uncertainty of± 0.38 inches of CPR.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
180 --_





















XT- 5t3.60 IN.. THETA T- 270.0 DEG.
I I | . [ __1 [ ....
H_T LOAD
SYMBOL DESCRI PTION Bq-J/FT 2
RI 440.7
...... _ 513.0
t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TINE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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_LLIULLll ILLI|ULt |l LLLIII LilllLlLI _.._,._._..;
0 50 100 150 200 250
BODY POINT 7138t
XT- 513.60 IN..
L ..... ! ,
SYMBOL
"T'I-ETA T- 2q2.5 OEG.









LI£1JA I l t ; IILIJ.LI l I
I




• The difference in max heating rate amounts to_-0.1 inches of
TPS, well within the allowable application uncertainty of
0.38 inches of CPK.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0 hllLl£ll ll.IJ+|llll III .ll+Inl IILILLLLII IIiILLLLII _LiJ.4_l,
0 50 100 450 200 250
/\
BOOY POINT 71388
XT- 513.S0 IN.. THETA T- 3t5.0 DEG.
I .... I . . I ..... I. _ I ...... I




u. Li..i,',',_ 'L_uUU_L_ L_ LLLitlLIJ IIUUI.LI II.IIUIII
,,....




• The difference in max heating rate amounts to _0.i inches of
TPS, well within the allowable application uncertainty of
0.38 inches of CPR.





























XT- 513.60 IN.. THETA T-" 337.5 I_G.
! ..... I _._ I " I. l ........ I .
I s,cneoL I _.__J_'r
_I_I_. , '_
# _ RI I • 376.9




Inlxnllll LIJ-LI.IIJI LILLIJJJI ILILLLLIJ.I LLIJIII
250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600
TIME (SEC)
[IIjI_LIJI LLIILIILI ILl 111111 llLLILIII _ILli_i ILILi.LII.II IJUI.I.I,.LLLI
0 50 iO0 150 200 ;50
• The difference in max heating rate amounts to < 0.i inches of
TPS, well within the allowable application uncertainty of
0.38 inches of CPR.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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.l u ,LU uauu_
:_00 'tSO
BOOY POINT 71450
XT- 606.00 IN.. THETA T- i80.0 OEG.



















Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
136 __.






















XT- 606.00 ZN. . THETA T- 202.5 DEG.
HEAT LOAD







t':;0 ;200 2+50 300 350 400 450 .500
TIHE (SEC)
55O 6OO 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
13T































THETA T-- 225.0 OEG.














460 600 660 600 660
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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II I iiiVll_ll _;%....% :'---:C}* ..... Ill ..... iI i ._l'l'_m_l.llm i ,* l 'l Ill* I ,llllllll
100 t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 BOO 650
TIME (SEC)
5O
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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50 t00 150 200 _50 300 350
TIME { SEC)
4,00 ,450 500 550 600 $50
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIHE ( ._EC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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50 100 150 200 250 300 3=_0
TIHE ( SEC]
THETA T- 3i5.0 OEG.








,400 450 500 550 SO0 650


























" I All r i






_IULII]UUJ.L[ Ll LLLUJ I.LL.IILLLI_JILIILLL U_U_ ,, ....... I




TI_TA T- 337.5 DEG.
D_R IPT ION
R1









,400 ,450 500 550 BOO 650
Agreement is acceptable# no TPS impact.
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|IIIIU LI J[LI[UU] IIIULII I
50 :150
BOOY POINT 71500
XT- 6q8.00 TN. . THETA T- 0.0 DEG.
, . i . = . ._ i [
HEAT LOAD








400 450 500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
144 --!-





















' • I m
SYMBOL
_A T- iBO.O DEG.
HEAT LOAD





==otHeee ._._1, ..... =re L=*HeZl, =,=|#==_entk_-_ ,,__._ [IIIZlLUl Illllllll tllltllll
100 _50 200 250 300 3_0 400 A50 500 _50 800 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no T2S impact.
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II11111II IIUUlI_I I_ ,}tt:..:..;::'!t,_,,
BOI::IY F_INT 71.'55t]
XT-- 6q8,00 IN. . THETA T- 202.5 DEG.
1___: .... I ...... I .- l
HEAT LOAD





Illllllll *l Illqlll ..... 'lit I"1' _ -_:.":i['" _'_LIILIII] lllllllll
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 800 550
TIHE { SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 6q8.00 IN. . THETA T- P_.2_;.O DEG.
I I I I . I |
HEAT LOAD





Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impacC.





































XT- Sc18.00 ZN.. "n-IETA T- 247.5 BEG.




" ' - ..... REMTECH 225.0
::_,t! .... II| ..... If! ..... _ tL_.;':..*I I_JLIl_'._-. -l'rl]lllll.|lllllllll IIIIii111
I00 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 _SO0 550 _00 650
TZHE ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0 50 t00 t_=O _30 250
BOOY POINT 71575










_0 _0 _ _0
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
149 -





















































Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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illllllll Itilllili.ll___o| 1.;,;;_,_;;.,_ "'- -_L- :_ .... ,:3.1/l/._l.iJ Illillill ,iiliaili
150 200 250 300 Z1150 .400 450 500 550 500 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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IIIIIIII!1!1111 I II_lkllllll ]111!11! !
0 5O iO0 i50 20O 2"30
BOOY POINT 7t5q4
XT,., 6qa.oo IN.. THETA T- 337.5 DEG.
i = | ." i
FE._T











4O0 45O 500 550
|iIIlllll
600 BSO
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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,H!HI,!I a,i,,H,, _ ..... ...:.::






"tOO 150 200 2_0 300 350 .400 _ _500
TIME (S1EC)
_0 600 6.'50
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
153 ....























XT- 75_..50 ZN.. THETA T- _.1_.0 DEe.
L • , t
HEAT LO,%D






_LI.I_IJ.. IJJJJJJ4! JLLLLLLLI-Lt JlI__*"I"IIT;._ ;;;;;_'!' u'_'lll{ _;;_111''
0 '30 _.00 tSO 200 250
i
I|ll|ll]I LIIIP__ .... II I I_'f'I"P___ ' _ Itlllllll :_
300 :3_0 400 450 ,'500 550 600 6_50
TZME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 751.50 7N.. TH_TA T- 270.0 DES.












Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
155 --+




















































400 45O 5O0 BOO
_:111111
_5O
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
156 -:-










































• Ill* .... II * #, -:1111 lllllll
400 450 500 550 600 650300 350
TIHE [SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
157 ---_





























iil||lflll i YIIIII ill I11111111
BODY POINT 71756
XT- 7cl6.50 IN.. THETA T" 202.5 DEe.
L_. i -'" ' [:--i - I " 'n". ''-]'''-_ "_'T_-''-'_:'''-"
S'Y'MBC)L _RtrP'rION B,IV/FT 2






;:::: .... 1__11111111 ii|lli|lllll|l.lllll I'll[Ullik_-':--t'l[ It -'k'tfl'_ 11|111111 Illlll
100 150 _00 ESO 300 350 400 450 500 550 800 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- 7q8.50 IN.. THETA T- 225.0 DEG.
i-EAT















100 t50 ' 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 600 BSO
TIHE ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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_ I I 'I I ..... :-;/ • llII _1111111
I
:150 200 250 300 3!50 ,400 450 500 _150 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
160 -

































THETA T- 270.0 DEG.
H_.AT LOAD





;:::_,.:I ,.oi,*,** II,,,.LfL r .... .,, T_::::: _.,,,||ll!Z|]Illllllr111illl|
250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TTHE { SEC)

















....... ttll [ I
- ! [
_,lllili[ll IIlUIlil IIUIIIII tillS,=::: :,:.I_.,P_.
BODY POINT 717Bt
XT- 7q6.50 IN. . THETA T- 2q2.5 DEG.
........ _ . _I . _I_.-'T'1".":.__.2._1._ _..___t'-:" -'_'- --"-- -_






















Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
162 -:-




































XT- 7qB.50 IN.. THETA T- 3t5,0 DEG.
_AkT LOAD





,,'_- .,1*-....... 7;;)111:! _Jllll|l.|llll*-.L_ II;[,_[;,_•1
I
I_lll
' ' I '
5O 100 t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 BOO BSO
TIHE (SEC)































T1-ETA T-- 337.5 DEG.
J
• ,,, , i .... '."f • ,






200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
--°.
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UX.ULZ..LZlI I| t I *z..il
o 50
BODY' POI,"IT 71800










"[', •,, ..... :=lllllll
iO0 "150 200 2_0 300 350 400 _ 500 550 600 6SO
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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llll'T1"i'T]i,i i:::;: "_t "LLt|tql_lll||lllll llllllll|
THETA T- 150,0 DEG.
._ . • ...... J '..| 1;'EAT LOAD• D£SC_IF_ION BIU/FT 2
R_r 161.5
135.7




500 550 6OO 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
166 -:-
RTR 174-01
ASCENT DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS FOR THE ET INTERTANK
ACREAGE BODY POINTS
16T


























XT-- q65.22 IN.. THETA T-270.0 DEG.







300 400 500 600
TIHE (SEC)






























I I I I ! I I I









Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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3OO 4OO 5OO 600
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable, no TPS Impact.
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XT-- W71.22 IN.. THETA T-271.S OEG.












Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT- qqi.07 IN. , THETA T-270.0 OEG.
I I










_ II _ltlltltl[ Itlllllll IIIIIllt!ltltlllll I]lltllll IIIIIIII IIIlltt_l|ll_l Iltftllll
lO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreemen_ is acceptable; no TPS impact.
173
































......................... ,.......... ,,,,,,, ,.......... ,l,,,,i
t00 t50 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEt)
• Difference in heating results in <0.i inch of TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT-112t.08 IN., THETA T-343.0 OEG.
i ! I I
























XT-IIIi.85 IN.. THETA T-348.0 OEG.
SYMBOLf
I I I I _
DESCRIPTION HEAT LOAD
BTU/Fr 2
L ....... REMTECH 286.9379.9
0 50 I00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
ODifference in heating results in < 0.! inch of TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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I RI 369.1REMTECH 409.2
300 350
TIME (SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
177 ---_



























XT-i02i.70 IN.. THETA T- i3.5 DEG.
I I




%%- ..... ,,, _,,,1" Ip ...... ::1111Ill l}lllllt lil,,;;;; ;;;:;::II IIJ "'E=' ii ...... _.. ........
.... r-
IO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 SO0 650
TIME (SEC)






























0 50 I00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 1500 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
180 --


























0.0 SO.O 100.0 ISO.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 SSO.O
TI_E ISEC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT-1026.00 IN.. THETA T-- t6.5 DES.




t00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
182 -- l " _




































50 100 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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o 5o loo 15o 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
184 --__

































0 [llllllll!lllllllllll Ill _ql'_;::;,:::::_P, ,,,,,,i,, lilting, ii ...... 1 i_111 "rT1"_p .... _
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 Boo 650
TIME ( SEC}




















XT-IO7A.40 IN.. THETA T- 36.0 BEG.
--I--I--T--
-iSYMBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOADBTU/FT 2
' RI / 248.7
REMTECH / 252.7
5O 100 i50 200 250 300 350 400 450 5o0 550 6o0 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
186 - "

























,i i Iilt.P... ......... ,,,,,,lql ttlltlll! lJJlllllJ imilikkt._tltC.;_;- li,t'rfYTt .****."_-..L._lltlil,i
t00 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIM_ (SEC)
Agreemen_ is acceptable; no TPS impact.
187



















XT-t06q.40 IN.. THETA T- 2q.O DEG.








_-PPP_-*-l._.. ,,,,,l,,, ,Li ...... i| ¸ .....'-"_... _-_'_llt,,,i
I00 150 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME [ SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
188 -































THETA T- i5.0 DEG.
















450 500 550 800 BSO
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
189
F:_ _" rvl'r" =" C F--i RTR 174-01
INTERTANK ACREAGE
BODY POINT B40q




















150 200 RSO 300 350 400 450 500
TIHE ( SEC}
550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
190 -

















XT- BqO.O0 IN.. THETA T--t4t,3 OEG.
I I l










'lO0 :tSO 200 250 300 3,_i0 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 6"50
TIHE ( SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
191 - -.






















0 50 100 i50 200
BOOY POINT 64i3







........ _ ,.,=.,.,, ,,°°°°..°I,,,,, ....
_°,,_ ,,,, ....... °,,°,,
&"50 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 500 650
TIHE ( SEc}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
192
















XT-I102,62 IN. , THETA T- 37.7 DEG.
--I-- i (
iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 BOO 650
TIME (SEC)
RTR ]74-01

































loo ¢50 200 a50 3o0 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
• Difference in heating results in---0.1 inch of TPS, i.e.,
within application tolerance.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
194 -

























THETA T- lq.O DEG.
i •
DESCRIPrlON













XT- 884.85 IN.. THETA T-- 0.0 DEG.
I I I, I
!























ii1_11 ...! ............. ,, ,,Ill[Ill Illl,,,l| I,,,,HII .... qlll.;;_ll,_'_'T .... m -:1111111
100 150 200 250 300 350 '400 450 500 550 600 850
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
196
F_ _- rvl-r" =" _ _-4 RTR 174-01
I_rTERTA_< ACREAGE
0
5O 100 150 200 250 "_00 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
197




XT- BB4.B5 IN.. THETA T--3i5.0 DEe.















_: ..... li "* .... ill ,tttllH, t t t t..s.i_ t t r tTT'f'_,. ''l,Hllt
,, ,| ,|_
iO0 ".=50 200 250 300 350 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TZHE ( SEC}
• Difference in heating results in_O.l inch of TPS, i.e.,
within application tolerance.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
198
F=:__" P,,,,'t"T" _" C J.-_ RTR 174-0I
INTERTAb_ ACREAGE
BOOY POINT 730.4
XT- 884.85 IN. , THETA T-2q2.5 OEG.
IF I,I
I














0 50 100 _.50 200 a.50 300 3.50 .400 4.50
TIHE ( SEC|
_n-1,,, .': .--,.... •.-T.,.'.,,,, ,,
500 '550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
199 -.














XT- 884.85 IN.. THETA T-270.0 DEG.

















_ILlll,l'lll I llllllll llllill I[ llllll(ll lllllil J' l[lil' .... lll_ ''l'_
100 1'_0 200 250 300 350 .400 .450 500 550 BOO BSO
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
200
























_, ..... _Ii iiiiiiiii ii ii iii11 iiiiiiiii IIIlllllt iI1--::_ i1(11 _ =
t00 150 200 250 300 350 400 .450 500 550 600 650
TIHE { SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
~201


























_1,1 ''l''llll tllllllll Itttltttl Itllltlll |tlllltlq t .... _%t_ ffr_ll,, _Ju_-flrf_1-_llllll|
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 E_O0 650
TIME [ SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no T95 impact.
202
°














XT- BB4lB5 IN.. THETA T-IBO,O DEG.
RTR 174-01
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
203 _,
F:_ =-" P,,,,'l-r" _" c }.-._ RTR 174-01
INTERTAI_ ACREAGE
BODY POINT 73_0






















.............. , I i [lllll II II II II [[ I I I I Illl I ..... Ii [_ lll(_ t,,_,--_'_.. !_I||[[l
I00 _1.50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
204 - -













XT - 929.1 IN. THETA T - 292.5 DEG.
i I I i I I
I HEAT LOAD --














0.0 SO.O I00.0 ISO.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 SSO.O 600.13650.13
TIME [5EC]
• Difference in heating results in_--O.l inch of TPS, i.e.,
within application tolerance.









SYMBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOAD
BTU/FT 2
532.0
0 50 soo _so 20o 2so 3oo 3so 400 4so 50o 55o 600 6_
TIHE ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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i_i_-_, tllitli! !lllllllll ItllIlllt illlllll tlllllItI ,tl,_ |'' __"H" TI[III




Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
207














xT - 973.4 IN. THETA T - 0.0 OEG.
i




O.O 50.0 IOO.O 150.0 2OO.O 250.0 3013.0 350.0 400.0 _50.0 500.0 550.0 SOO.O 650.0
TIME ISCCI
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
208



















XT - 973.4 IN. THETA T - 315.0 OEG.
i I I I i I












0.0 50,0 IO0.O ISO.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 6_.0 650.0
TIMF" [5EC1
• Difference in heating results in---O.l inch of TPS, i.e.,
within application tolerance.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
209

















XT - 973.4 IN. THETR T - 292.5 DES.











0.0 50.0 100.0 ISO.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 6130.0 550.0
TIME ISCC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600
TIME (SEC)
• RI IVBC-3 low. Calculated without stringer factor.




















XT-i006.65 IN.. THETA T- 0.O DEG.
;-






iiiiii lillllllll rllfltlll IiI1_ ...... 1 .... A ..... ' . IIIIIIIII Illllllll ll*lltl' I ...... I, _''*' _''''_illltll
50 t00 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIHE ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
213



















INTERTRNK RCRERGE XT - 1006.7 IN, THETR T - 292.5 OEG.
t I I 1 1 t









0.0 fiO.O lO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 650.0
TIME (SEC]
ODifference in heating results in_O.l inch of TPS, i.e.,
within application tolerance.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
214










tlJttlttl III11 _tl Illllllll IIIllllll IIIIIKill IIILJIIII
0
0 50 CO0 150 200 250 300 350
TIME (SEC)
BOOY POINT 7365
XT- qq4.40 IN.. THETA T-270.0 DEG.
[ [ ,,I.I.....
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOADBTU/FT 2
...... RF_MTECH $19.0
I
llllllll Iltll,llllllll,ll,I II,_, Illllllll
400 450 500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
215 .-



















XT=I00B.B5 IN.. THETA T--I80.0 OEG.





0 50 100 150 200 250
ilUlllln Illllllll I|nlllllu ltlll..I.l,,I.,_ ,,LI_I_II_-I-_"_IIIill
300 350 400 450 500 550 BOO 650
TIME ( SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
216






























. : : :.;.,U_Lt 'J '-2' Z"
0 50
BODY POINT 7380
XT-I038.03 IN., TI4ETA T-- 0.0 DEG.
I I I 1 1
!
SYMBOL I DESCRIFFION HEAT LOAD
I B'I'U/FT2
.,.,,,,|.
'_ ,_: .' t -" '- : -"
I00 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 BOO 850
TIME [ SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
217 .-



























......... ,,l|,lq|l illll,i, illl ..... *, ..... _ _ .... ,'___llll II..... • , °,
100 :150 200 250 300 3=;0 ,400 ,450 500 5.50 B00 BSO
TIME (SEC)




























0 50 100 '150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC}
ODifference in heating results in < 0.i inch of TPS.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
219



















XT-1025.80 IN,. THETA T-247.5 OE6.
,1 I I












-_, Illttll' tllllltt IIIllllll IIIIllll Illl[lllp' "'Ulll-- ;;.t,_:_;;;;;;; ;;allllll
lO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 800 650
TIME { SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
220


























0 Illllllll _'l Ilqllllll Illllll'l lllllllll IIIIIII11[111111111 .... U lll
0 50 t00 150 200 250 AO0 450300 350
TIME (SEC)
500 550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT-IO6q.40 IN.. THETA T-- 0.0 DE6.










I00 150 200 _50 300 350 400 450 500 550 GO0 650
TTt,_E (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
222




































1122.2 _Lu . ,..._,,-,,'_.: ,.,





Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
223
;::_ ._" t',,_ '-r" _" C _-.-I RTR 174-01
INTERTANK ACF_EAGE
BOOY POINT 7404
























100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
i=_ E _,_'-r- _'- C I---! RTR 174-01
INTERTANK ACREAGE
BODY POINT 7405




50 iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)























XT-IO6q.40 IN.. THETA T-247.5 DEG.
I I




............... ||.,. ,l.,,l,, ,,.l,ll,l IIIl'llll I.I.I.klIIIP'_'V'I'_'''_! [;:;;;;;; ;;1111111
150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TTHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
226 - .
I=_ I=" M "-'i-- r_- C i,... I RTR 174-01
INTERTANK ACREAGE
BO[3Y POINT 740q









ttlllllll IIIIIIII lltllllll I_. m Itllltlll llttltlll llllllltl ttlllll[l lLllllltt till+ ,'*lll l__t '-PPf'I'T'P'_ 111111111
0 50 100 i50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TTME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
227


































i i i I
SYMBOL
\
IIIIIII1 Illlllll .Ll,-IJ.l|l |_L _11|''' "':_; ....
THETA T- 0.0 DEG.
I
DESCRIlrFION I HEAT LOAD
I BTU/FT2
RI I 417.4REMTECH 337.4
_:]IITI
,..,.,,,,,[
,00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME ( SEC}

























































Agreemen_ is acceptable; no T9$ impac%.
229














XT-ttO2.B2 IN.. THETA T--3t5.0 DEG.
II





100 150 200 250 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 600 650
TTHE ( SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
230
!:_ i:-,, M T I:--" C i-,-I RTR 174-01
[NTERTANK ACREA6E
BOOY PO[NT 7424
XT-t102.62 IN.. THETA T-2q2.5 OEG.



















...... 11 .*111.,11 ,till|ill itltlltt tllglllltm,ll_ .tal_ .,,. .... ,llllill I
_00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
231





























0 50 ioo 15o 200 250 300 350 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
232

















XT-ii02.62 IN.. THETA T-247,5 OEG.
E SYMBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOADBTU/FT 2
L RI 1293RE.MTECH 187.0
0 50 iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
233
I:_ I::" M T 1::" 0 i,_,,.!
BOOY POINT 7427
INTERTANK ACREAGE XT-i&02.62 IN,,
I
I













_ //I \I ....
fill|flit Ill|ll t|ll|||It_ .'LLItlIIII lllJllltl itlllill|!Slllltl[l llllt|t¢ llSJ_--t-al'
0
RTR 174-01
50 iO0 i50 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500
TIHE (SEC)
-f,P'l'frr_rr '1'I I t I l u n l
550 600 650
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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I_'-I_,l I,*lllall lllllnlll Iluannll Itlllllll llll_tgll Itll||tu Ilo-I.-PcfJ4 t.tl_l"?lllllll
150 200 250 300 350 ,400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
235














XT-t123.15 IN.. THETA T-- 0.0 DEG.

























t|, ...... ] ;: ::_.=_=::
_=__|111111i
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 _o0 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
236
























0,,HIH* ,HHilll Illl||H* .....
too t5o 2O0 L:_
BODY POINT 7431









....... l ' l ' l ' ' ll'llll' ll J ' l ' ' l' Jill ILU I ' L_" ' ' ' "I'_'_'___.: : : :T _ I I I I I I
3OO 350 400 450 50O 55O BOO BSO
TIME (SEC)















XT-ii23. i5 IN.. THETA T-2q2.5 DEG.







O 50 iO0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 SO0 650
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
238 •
















XT-t123._5 IN., THETA T--270.0 DEG.
I DESCRIPTION I HEAT LOADBTU/FT 2
I








Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
239
F:_ EE rvl-r- EE C I---! RTR 174-01
INTERT_ ACREAGE
BODY POINT 7436




















..... ii1,11 illlllll Illlttll IIiiIiIii iiiittJll ,tt_llll _tl,,--_::::_ ;;lllllll
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 ,450 500 550 600 650
TIME (BEC)



















DESCRIPTION [ HEAT LOAD
BTU/FF 2
RI l 156.9REMTECH 233.1
50 iO0 i50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 SO0 650
TZHE (_C)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
241 - :_


























XT-1123.15 IN.. THETA T-180.O OEG.




i RI I 129.2REMTECH I 165.3


















10o t50 Eo0 _5o 300 350 ,400 450 500 550 6O0 S50
TIME ( SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
242 l-














XT-_080.05 IN., THETA T- 32.5 DEG.
1
5O 100 t50 200 250 300 350 400 a50 500 550 600 650
TIHE (SEC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
243
!_ i=_- M-r I_ C I--I RTR 174-01
ASCENT DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS FOR THE ET LH2 TANK
ACREAGE BODY POINT LOCATIONS
244








Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
245










XT - 2048.5 IN. THET£ T - 289.5 DEG.
iYMBOL
i






0 1 , nine ---
D.D SO.D I00.0 ISO.D 200.0 250.0 300.0 3S0.0 400.0 450.0 SO0.O SSD.O 600.0 650.,5
TIME ISCC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
246














LH2 TRNK XT - 2052.7 IN. THETR T - 289.5 OCG.
I
a'YMBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOAD
BTU/FT 2
gl 1 416.7







O.O SO.O _O'O.O_SO.D200.0 2S'O.O3DO.O3SO.O_OO.O_S'D.OSDO._ 5SO.O_0'0.0 SS_.:,
T I HE I SEO )
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
247
_=_ _ r',,_ -r-" "_- C 1..-4 RTR 174-01
BOOY POINT I032
LH2 TRNK XT - 2058.0 IN. THETR T - 283.9 OEG.
Agreemen_ is acceptable; no TPS impact.
248



















XT - 2040.8 IN. THETA T - 250.S DEG.







D.D SD.O lO0.O ISD.D 200.0 25D.O 3D'O.O 350.0 40'0.0 450.0 5Ot.).O SSO.O SD'C,.O 650.5
T IME I5EC )
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
249















6 . _ I
'D.O 5O.O IDO.D lSO.D 2DD.O ;>50.0 34)0.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 50G.O 550.0 6OO.D 650._
TIME 15EC ]

















LH2 TRNK XT - 2053.B IN. THETR T - 250.5 DEG.
C_
- i
SY_IBOL DF-.SCR/PTIO N HEAT LOAD
BTU_TT :
P.I 344.{)






0.0 50.0 I00.0 ISO.O ZO0.O ZSO.O 300.0 3SO.O 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 SO0.O S5C.5
TIME [5ECI
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
251



















XT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 247.0 OEG.






0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 S00.0 650.0
TIME [SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
252










_i SYMBOL I DF_CRIPTION I I'IKAT LOAD
IrrUZFl'2




Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
253
r:_ _ _,,A'r _ c l.--i RTR 174-01
C-)
Z
= ._ _ _ = Z_. .LH2 TRNK XT 1!39 IN. _Hz_R T 3, O D_3





XT - 1139.5 IN. THETR T - 12.0 DEG.





















0.0 50.0 IO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TIME {5EC1
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
255
F=__" r,,,._ "r- _-" C l--I RTR 174-01
LH2 TRNK
B00Y POINT 1122
XT - 1139.5 IN. THETA T - 17.0 0ES.

















0.0 50.0 lol3.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 3so.o 400.0 450.0 500.0 sso.o soo.o 5so.o
TIME 15EC]










XT - 2053.30 IN. THETA T -, 312.6 DEE.
m=,
i
SYMBOL t DESCRIFTION HEAT LOAD















j_. t fi I
V
/ ,
D.O 5D.D IDO.D 150.0 2£10.D 2S0.0 300.0 350.0 400.D _SO.D 500.0 550.9 500.D 55'D.0
TIME [5E0)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
257


















LH2 TANK XT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 319.4 OEG.

















_. ,_ i | |hi ii
0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
TIME (SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
258

















LH2 TRNK XT - 1593.2 IN. THETR T - 30.9 OEG.






[ ,Y,cr = 2032.00
8 T= 355.0 ]--
N,
O.O 50.O lO'O.O 150.0 2..00.0 250.0 300.0 35'0.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 5OO.O 550.0
TIME {5ED)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
259
























I _ I I I
! XT= 2053.50 8T = 355.0
O.O 50.D lO0.O I50.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.D 65'0.0
TIME lSCC}
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
260





XT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 357.1 OCG.
J
i



















0.0 50.0 1013.0 150.0 _30.0 ;_::_3.0500.0 35_).0 400.0 450.0 500.0 $543.0 6430.0 $50.0
TIME {5EO_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
261








LH2 TRNK XT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 358.8 DEG.


















0.O 50.0 1O0.O 150.D P..D0.D 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 60O.O 650.0
TIME [SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
262














_,r_ ........................... '._ :'_ !':':_.g <5 :_ '3 5_G.C _=_ n
"RI IVBC-3 considered high from a consistency standpoint
with surrounding environments. Hi/Hu factors are high
compared with the IH-97 data base (T/C 5252).
Agreement is acceptable; no TP$ impact.
263

















XT - 1BBB.S IN. THETR T - 309.4 BEG.






i 1_ I .._l&0




0.0 so.o _00.0 _so.o 20'0.0 2so.o 300.0 ]s'o.o 400.0 450.0 soo.o sso.o soo.o sso.o
TIME ISEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
264






















D.D .50.0 1OO.O 1SO.O 290.0 250.9 300.0 2;50.0 4DO.D 450.0 5DO.O 5.50.0 600.D 550.D
TIME (5EC_






XT - 1914.7 IN. THETR T - 3t5.0 OEG.
i
















o.o so.o loo.o lso.o zoo.o 2SO,O_o.o sso.o _oo.o _so.o s6o.o sso.o s6o.o sso.o
T[MC (5EC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
266



































O.O 50.0 IO0.O I_.O 200,0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 SSO.O _O0.O BSO.O
TIME [5EC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
26T
F=__-- r,,._ -r- ,._.- c F.-t RTR 174-01
c)














8.9 50.9 :OC.O 158.?, 20r,.o 250.8 ?I2.C 350.C: _.OC,.3 450.8 5SD.C _53.0 5DS.LC 5,50.D
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
269

















XT - 1127.6 IN. THETR T - 23.5 OEG.









O.D 50.0 I00.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 650.0
TIME ISEC]
• RI IVBC-3 environments considered high. B.P. 6582 is
located under the LO 2 feed line. Max rates at other
similar locations range from 1 to 3 BTU/FT 2 sec.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
270
i:_ _ M T I=:" C H RTR 174-01






















....... ,'u_., 25',;'.2 3D0._ 350.0 40.?,. 450 _'_500._ _5 r" _ .....
T[_ [SEn)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
271




LH2 TANK XT 'i3SB.S ,fN. TH"r_L,nm = 235, . OEG.
l
i _ ! i !
l !
i _ l [





: ; : l i i I
i ; i[ i , i


















•0 58.0 100.0 !52.2:200.0 250.0 300.2 350.2 4.00.0459.0 5CS.O 550.2 800.0 850.2
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
272
m:_ _=.. r,,_ -.r. u=- c i_.._ RTR 174-01
CD
803':._C ',T 6s89









































0.0 50.0 !'3C.3 !SJ,_ 200.0 25C.2 300._ 35r'.:]_JD.- _SO.O 5CS.C 55C.?, 5'J',_,.05.50.0
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
273

























I ,,, I I




• , , i
/
.0 52.0 100,3 _-r" ,"._._ 2DO,0 250.3 30P,,,3 350.P,} 40D.O 450.0 <0[
Ti_'_- _5EP_,}
i
•O 550.b 50O.O B5D.O








•0 50.0 10'0.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 355,0 _OO.O _50,0 5OC.O 55C.0 50O.C 852.0
TT_r
Agreement is acceptable; no TP$ impact.
275































i---- SYMBOL DESCRIFI'ION HEAT LOADb! S'TU/Fr_
KI t 139.2
........ _,_,fT£CH 119.9
n_. I I II
,,_-.,._._ ! i .... i..
r









! _ , : ,
0.0 50.0 lO0.O ',50.0200.0 250.0 300.0 35D.0 400.0 450.0 500.J 550,0 50C.O 850.0
Tim-ESEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
2T6


































SYMBOL DESCI_'ION HEAT LOAD
BTU/y'r _-






















9.8 50.0 ]9C.S :5O.C 200.0 250.0 39C.9 350.C 409.3 458.8 500.0 550.9 592.0 55C.0
.=,,. :5ES]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
278
































I HEAT LOADB' US"T 1
RI [ IIKJ_RE.MrTlrCH 119.6
k
r
0.0 50.0 ]00.0 ;50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 _50.0 500.D 550.0 500.0 550.0
i'M r {___]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
279










, A G ...... I | ,,
SYM_0L DESCRi]_IO_ I HEAT LOADZr]-U/Fr 2
........ REMTECH 21£4
O.: m;,_ ,OO.O ;5O.O 2,;:,.O 252,.2 .3P_.0.P.350."._ 4r.,C.. .. "" 45S.D 5.3C.D 55C.3 50O.D .'3.5D.S
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 100.0 !50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 556.0
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
281































O.D SO.D ]DO.D )SO.O 200.0 25D.D 3OO.C) 3SO.D 4DO.D 4SD.O 56)0.0 SSO.D 5OO.O 6SO.D
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is accep_abie; no TPS impact.
282




















XT - 1955.3 IN. THETR T - 23.5 DES.
I I i I I I
$Y_iBOL DE$C.I_vI'ION HEAT LOAD
! BTUJFT 2
i
' R3 { 2 I03







_. - J. J
C_' I
d _
O.O 5O.O 1OO.O lSO.O 2_.80.0 ?._.O 300.0 350.0 400.0 ISO.D 500.0 550.0 500.0 650.0
TIMC [SCC}




















XT - 1962.8 IN. THETR T - 23.5 DEG.
I I , I .....
I
SYMBOL DE.SC_I_TION f HEAT LOAD
BTU/F'r2
I ....4








O.O 50.D IDO.D 150.0 200.0 2SD.D 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 5S'O.D
TIME (SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TANK XT - 1968.4 IN.
BODY POINT 6634









_D.D 5O.O IO0.O ISO.O 2_30.I) _l).O 300.0 3543.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.D 550.D
TIME [5EC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT - 1971.7 IN. THCTA T - 23.5 DOG.











O.O 50.0 lO'O.O 1SO.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.O 8,50.0
TIME [5COJ
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TRNK XT - 1975.8 IN. THETR T - 23.5 0EG.
O











0.0 50.0 I00.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 5OO.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TIME [5EC]


















XT - tgB0.3 IN. THETR T 23.5 0EG.
I i HEAT LOAD
SY?,LBOL DESCR.I]_ION ! BTU/F'T _-
i RI




0.0 50.0 IO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 45'0.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TIME ISEC]






















XT - t9B4.l IN, THETR T - 23.5 0EG.








0.0 50.0 lOO.O 150.0 20'0.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 'lO0.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.O 650.0
TIME ISECI
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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'D.D 5>0.0 ID0.D IS'O.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 4DO.D 45().0 500.0 550.0 BOO.{) BSO.D
TINE [5C0)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
29O












LH2 TRNK XT 18i5.7 IN ~' _# = . .- . . IHE_,. T Ig 0 0ES
SYMBOL DF.,S_OM HF.AT LOAD
I%TU/1FI"!






/ , i i I
0.0 50.0 I00.0 I50.D 20C.S 250.0 3DO.C 35'0.0 400.0 _.50.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
Agreement is accepSable; no TPS ±mpact.
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XT = 1999.5 IN. THETR T = 19.0 0C8.











=, ,_ -_ " ._ ._.
O.O SD.D IOO.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 ¢SO.O 5OO.O 550.O 5DD.D 85D.D
TIME [5CC1
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
292
I=__ r,,,,'l"T"_ C l---i RTR 174-01
LH2 TRNK
BODY POINT B929
XT - 2036.5 IN. THETA T - 1g.0 OE_.















_1 "r % &
D.O 50.D 100.9 150.D 2J)O.D 250.0 300.0 350.0 4DO.D 450.0 500.0 550.0 BD'O.D B50.D
TIM[ {5E01
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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_ I i ;
I i _ I ii •





: 'L I L

















i i ' _ ! i
! _' ! t
] ' L ] I
i , i
t _ i!
0.0 50.0 :OO.O ]50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450 - 500.3 550.0 500.C $53.0
_M_ ._
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.,S 350.0 _100.O 458.0 500.8 550.C _00.0 650.0
TIME [5EC)




















































' i ! _ ' i !
I • i i
S.O 58.0 108.0 :5O.D 2SS.2 250.0 300.2 350.0 4DC.8 450.0 5DD.C 55D.0 600.0 650.2
TIME _SEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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'0.0 50.0 100.0 15'0.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 S0'0.0 650.0
TIME (fiEC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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i m , • u :
SY'_4_O[, DF.SCIPJI_'_O N


























.......... L - ;
•9 50.D !DD.O ]50.D 20D.O 25g.D 300.0 35D.0 4OD.D 45D.0 5DC.O 550.D 5,30.0 550.0
Agreement is acceptable; no TP$ impact.
298















I ; i !
I
DI_CI_ON I'IIEA, T I.,O&D
_rl.llFi'2
R.I [ 107.1P..F..MT_CI.I 49,8
8.0 5D.O 106.0 :50.C 208.0 250.0 3OO.O 35D.0 !9O.O 4.50.9 5OO.O 55D..D 5OO.O 550.9
Agreement is acceptable; no T?S impact.
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_v _BO_+ Po NT 7_7
XT - !!37.3 IN. THETB T - 22S.0 DEG.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
3OO



































,, . : .... I
, ,_ ,







[ i ; i ; '
|
0.0 50.0 ;00.0 150.0 200.,T, 250.0 300.0 35'0.0 400.0 4,50.0 500.0 550.0 50_.3 65C._
T .[r'1,E [SEC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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_ i i _ i ! I i : i
, I _ i i t ! i i
[ i t i t :
I I' i i ! _









O.O 52.0 :OO.O !50.0 200.0 250.0 3DO.G 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 55C.0 500.0 550.0
TT_E rqr_










































i i i i _ i
I i i





O.O 50.0 lO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.9 3C0.3 358.3 489.3 <50.8 5C3.C 55.3.8 6DO.C r-SS.D
T!_-- _5C3]


















































2.3 52.0 iOO.C, :SC.C 220.0 250.0 320.0 350._ 4OG.O 452.2 530.0 250.2. 502.9 550.0
Agreemen_ is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TRNK XT = IIS7.2 iN. TH£TR T = 225.0 BEG.
i I
_ D 50.0 lO0.O 15_,.0200.0 250.3 300.0 35D.0 _,O0.O=,S3.D50D,O 550.D 500.0 550.D
[ i ;,_. _ ,J L-._,_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
3O6





















• 0 50.0 :9g.9 !52,.0 20`3.0 250..0 300.9 358.3 480.8 45C.8 58.3,0 550.0 580,8
7i_'_£ i 3:72 ;
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TBNK XT _ 129] 5 IN THETR T - 0 9 _
i':,.
0.3 50.0 !DO.._ :50.0 220.O 25C,2. 300._ 350.0 40D.0 4.5_..0 502.0 550.2 5D0.9 650.0
T ': !SEC'
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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i i i I i i
D.O 50.D IOD.D !50.D 200.D 25D,n 3DD.D 35D.0 _.g'S.D45C,D 5DD.O 55D.D 500.D _._D.O
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
309
I:=_ _" r',,_ "1- _" C j---_ RTR 174-01
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
310

















































1.0 5D.0 _00.0 !50.D 2DO.D 25C.0 300.0 35_,.r_400.0 450.D SOD.: S50.D 6DD.S 653.9
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
313











LH2 TBNK XT - 1230.0 IN. THETB T - 180.0 DEG.
o.o so.o !oo.o_so.o2oo.o2so.o3oo.o3so.o _so.o45o.osoc.o 5so.osoo.o 5sc.o
mT_r _SEC_


















LH2 TRNK XT - 1297.8 IN. THETR T - 0.0 DEG.
i .... 1
b
' i $1qCBO/., D_ON I'ff_T LO.4J_ -
i . '" _l't_T 2
r /J J _ ?.0¢7




I _ L ,! t I f
'.....I I 'I
I i t _ I
_ I . I I i
, l _ t' I,,7., ' ,
p , , r • i ....... i-
0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 35'0.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TIME [fiEC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
314









I YMBOL I DESCRIPTION
........ L_2
D.O 5D.O !no.D 'SZ.D 200.0 250.0 3OO.O 350.0 4OC.D a.5O.D 50D.D 550.D 5DC.D 55D.0
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
315





















































0.0 _<D.D ]OC.D !5D.D 2O'O.D 25D.O 3DD.O 350.C 4_.o 45C.0 5DO.C 55D.D 5D_.__ ....==_O
TI _ {SEC'!H...
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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, - 4. -_Y ',X
D.D 50.0 i0'0.0ISC.O 2DO.D 250.2 3DO.O 350.0 4DO.g 450.2 5DO.C 550.0 BOO.D 5SD.g
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 ?_NK XT = !359.2 IN. TH_TR T = 337.5 DEg.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
318







r"2 _' - . THETR 31,,, :,NK XT 1359.2 IN ? - 5.0 DEg.
¢
II [o,=.,_,o,.,_.,_o,_
q= K£M'I"£CH I_S .7





2.D 5D.3 iDO.O :5C.D 208.2 250.C 3,OS.D350.0 40'0.0450.0 5'OO,O559.0 5DO.D _SO.D
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TRNK XT 1359.2 IN. THETR T - 292.5 DE_.
! I
4

















'0.0 S0.0 10'0.0 IS0.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 55'0.0 500.0 B50.0
TINE [5CC_















LH2 TRNK XT 13D_ 2 IN THETR T 270.0 DEG




2 '" ' "-: _i¸ I
i I
I I
0.0 50.0 :O0.O :50.D 200.0 250.0 30C.O 350.0 400.0 450.D 500,D 55_.D 5DO.Q SSD.D
TZ_r _










BODY pOTN_, : 7556






II:; ,,_i _ DF_,S_ON I ItEAT LOADt rl'_/l_l" 2I 111 _,I





' I I :
' I
p
D.O 5D.O IOO.D i5B.2 200.D 25D.C 380.8 350.3 RDC.D 45D.D 5DO.O 55D._ 5S5.0 65D.D
T_N r" [ SF'31
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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- . _HL,B T - 225 DEELH2 TBNK XT 13Sg.2 TN. -T .0 .
, ,, , , ,,














. : _- .
1,0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 3OO.O 350.: 400.0 450.0 500.g 550.0 SgC.O 550.2
TImE'S - _' '
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 ;OO.O !50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 4.00.0 _.50.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
Agreement is accepSable; no TPS impact.
324
F=:__" r',,,_ -r- _" C i---._ RTR 174-01
L.H2 TRNK
BODY PS:NT 7620





































'0.0 50.D !00.0 !50.0 200.9 25C.D 3D0.0 35D.0 4DO.O 450.0 500.0 550.0 688.0 850.0
TIME ^=_'
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
325
F::_ _"r,,_'T-_"C_ _ RTR 174-01
BOOT POINT 7625
LH2 TRNK XT = 1486.5 IN. THETR T - 270.0 DEG.
t
P..O SD.O I00.0 150.0 20D.O 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 45D.0 500.0 55g.D _CD.D _SD.D
T:NE [5Eg_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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E i _ t ; i
, , i
lol0 50.0 iOOlO ltC.C 200.0 250.0 3CO'C ]toIO 4CO,O _5C,0 5DO,C 55C.0 600.D BSC.O
T;_ _ ,_)
. IL _bLb
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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O.O 5D.0 lOO.O !50.O 290.0 258.0 3DO.O 35D,8 400.0 _.5D.D5OO.O 550.0 6OO.O 650.0
T T_= ISECI
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 I00.0 15C.D 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.D 450.D 5DD.O 5SD.O BDO.D 550.0
TZME (SED)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 100.0 !50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450,0 500.0 550.0 600.0 550.0
TIME [5Eg_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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t.O 50.0 I00,0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 55'0.0 500.0 650.0
TIME (5EC)

































ii - - |
O.D 50.0 I00.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
TIME [SCC)













LH2 TRNK XT _ 1825.7 IN. THETR T - 2_7.S DEG.
i
0.0 50.0 !O0.D I





















LH2 TRNK XT - t615.7 IN. THETR T - 225.0 DEG.
-.; i
, i, ,.-,






+' J i 1q
, + i
, !
i t I JI t I
_ ! ! I ,I
1 I ' L i
j Ii , 1
! + I '
' l b _ + t t II , l I
0.0 50.0 IO0.D 150.0 200.0 25'0.0300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500,0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TI_E (5E3_




XT - 1B15.7 IN. THETA T - tSO.O DEG.
0.0 50.0 i00.0 !
i 1 i ! !
O.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.3 400.0 4.50.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 653.0
TIME [ St..,.,l
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT 1743.0 IN. THETR T - 0.0 OEG.
i .
_Pt'_4_OL D_C]PJ]F11ON H]ULT LOAD
I
0.0 50.0 lO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 35'0.0400.0 _50.0 500.0 550.0 60`0.0650.0
T[MC (SEC_














LH2 TRNK XT - 17_3.0 IN. THEIR T - 337.5 DEG.
CD
t


























, , I r
, i i i 1 r! I i I , I
r !' I i 1
t _ 1 , i
I
0.0 50.0 _90.0 150.8 200.3 2SD.O 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.9 500.D 550.9 53S.3 558.0
TTNE _qr_,
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
33T



















•0 50.0 I00.0 15'0.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 40'0.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 50'0.0 650.0
TIME [SECI
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
338











LH2 TRNK XT - 17_3.0 IN. THETR T - 292.5 DE9.
i/Fa, ! ' , _
,, .. ,.
0.0 50.0 IOC.0 150.0 200.0 25C.3 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.D 550.3 600.D B50.O
TI,_E [ SF_C]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impacz.
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Ii _ ! II
r I , iI i I ' i
, i I I i I' i















O.O 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350 ""_.L;2.O450.0 500.3 55C.0 8OO.C 650.0
iF" [....
























.0 50.0 lO'O.O!50.0 200.0 25D.D 300.0 350.0 400.0 _50.0 500.0 550.D 600.0 650.0
TT_,.b,_ (5ECl
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 100.0 150.C 200.3 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 60'0.0 550.0
T[ME [SEt]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
342
















XT - ]872.2 IN. THETR T - 0.0 OEG.
II
SY_|BOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOAD
_l.Ufl_r 2
R.I l 214_RE,MTECH .?._I
/,,
[_) it _
O.O 50.D lO0.O 151).0 200.D 250.0 31)0.0 350.0 4DO.D 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.D
TIME [ 5EC
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact•
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XT - 1872.2 IN. THETA T - 337.5 OEG.







0.O 50.0 100.O 150.0 200.0 2SO.O 3OO.0 350.0 t00.0 45'0.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
TlrI£ [5E01
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.O 50.0 lO0.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 650.0
TIME (5EC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
345



















LH2 TRNK xT - ]872.2 IN. THETR T - 270.0 DEG.









0.0 50.0 100.0 iSO.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.O 550.0
TI_E (5CCJ
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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. I I II
_'j ,,
0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 550.0
TIME [ 5EC ]



















XT - 1872.2 IN. THETR T - 225.0 OEG.
I I I I






0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 5OO.O 550.0
TI_E [5EC1
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TI_E [5ECI






















XT - ]898.0 IN, THETR T - O.O DEG.
i I
I
SY3,LBOL DESCRIPTION HEAT LOAD
BTU_Fr2




O.O 50.0 IOO.O I50.D 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 4DO.O 450.13 500.0 550.0 600.0 S50.D
TIME {5EC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
351










XT - 1898.0 IN. THETR T - 315.0 OEg.




RI I :14..3REM'rECH ZI_3
II I
I
, • , F • -,
0.1) 50.0 lO0.O lSO.D 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.1) 550.13
T IME [ 5EO }
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
352




XT - 1898.0 IN. THETR T - 270.0 DEG.
D.D 50.D 100,0 15D.D 21)0.0 2SO.D 300.0 350.0 4DO.D _50.O 5430.0 5SO.O 500.0 5SO.D
TIME 15C0)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
353























O.O SO.O IO0.O ISO.O 2DO.D _O.O 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 5430.0 SSO.O 6OO.O 650.0
TIME [SEO;
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
354
i:_ _ M T I=" C I.,,,4 RTR 174-01
BOOT POINT 7920




Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
355

















XT - 2038.S IN. THET£ T - 337.S DEG.
SY_V_OL i D£SC_,"PT_O N
r




O.O 50.0 lO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 50'0.0 :350.0 4DO.D 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 B50.O
TIME [SEO)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TANK XT - 2036.5 IN. THETA T - 315.0 O[8.
[ I I I










D.D SO.D I00.0 ISO.D 2130.0 L>50.D 3130.0 350,0 41)0.0 450.0 5130.0 550.0 BO0.O 650.0
TIMC ISCD_




















XT - 2036.5 IN. THETR T - 270.0 DEG.






O.O 50.0 IO0.O 15'0.0 2..00.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450,0 500.0 SSO.O 600.0 650.D
TIME [5E0)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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'O.O 50.0 IO'O.D 1S'O.O 200.0 250.0 51%1.0 550.0 4180.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 550.0
TIMC [SOD)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
359

















XT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 0.0 DEE.
;Y_OL
1 I
I DESCRJ]_TION I-[EAT LOAD
1 BTUA_'T 2






0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 41)0.0450.0 500.0 550.0 r>O0.OS5'O.O
TIME [5ED]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
360




XT - 2058.0 IN. THSTR T - 337.5 DEG.






























O.O 5O.O IOO.O lSO.O ?.DO.O 250.0 :300.0 350.0 4DO.D 450.0 5DO.O SSO.O &OO.O 550.0
TIME (5CC:)
• RI IVBC-3 environment considered low. Body point 7931 is
located in front of the LH_ feed line; consequently, the
separation would drive the aero convection up over the clean
skin acerage level. Comparison of the IVBC-3 interference
factors with the IH-97 data base (T/C 5052) show that the
cold wall heating rates in the environment are low.



















LH2 TRNK XT - 2058.0 IN. THETR T - 270.0 OEG.




















D.O 50.0 I00.0 |50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 100.0 150.0 500.0 5.50.0 500.0 550.0
TIME 15EC]
• RI IVBC-3 environment considered low. Comparison of IVBC-3
interference factors with the IH-97 data base (T/C 5051)
show that the cold wall heating rates are low in the
M _ = 3 range.
• Possible TPS impact.
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LH2 TANK xT - 2058.0 IN. THETA T - 225.0 DEG.
I 1 I 1 I
SYMBOL DLSC1RIFrlON
• II [
0.0 SO.O IO0.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 :350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 5,50.0 SO0.O 650.0
TIME (SEC]





































O.O 50.0 IDO.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
Title {5£C1











































'O,O 5(].0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
T[I'IE (5CC_
Agreement: is accepCable; no TPS impact.
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n v ,* T9u9_ PC.N, 50109
LH2 TRNK XT - 1151.8 IN. THETR T - 30.g Dfio_.
r
r
, ! / : ,\







O.O 50.0 I00.0 150,0 200.0 250.0 30D.O 350.0 400.0 450.0 5DO.D 550.0 50'0.0550.0
TIME {fiEC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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._ 50.D !00.0 ',50.D200.0 250.0 300.D 350.0 400,O 450.0 500.D 550.0 60b.D 550.D
TiME {SEE)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
367
i_' =" M T =" 0 I--! RTR 174-01
BODY PCINT 50308
LH2 TRNK XT * 1270.2 IN. THET£ T = 30.g DEG.
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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F::__" M "-'r-_" C H RTR 174-01
BODY Pg!NT 50309




o o sO.o _oo.o:so.o 2oo.o2so._ _oo.o 3so._ ,_oo.o4so.o soo.o sso.o 6oo.o 6so.o
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TRNK XT = 1270.2 IN. THETR T - 30.g DEG.
ILl _rT.4
_r.,_"I_C_ 291.4
0.0 50.0 tO0.O lS'O.O 20'0.0 25'0.0 :300.0 _50.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 50'0.0 650.0
TIME [SEC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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I D_ON HEAT LOAD_TutTr 2
I
I
0.0 50.0 lOO.O 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 35D.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 500.0 650.D
T_NF_ [5EC_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 T£NK XT - 139g.4 IN. THET£ T - 30.g DEG.
I
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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LH2 TBNK XT - 1399._ IN. THETR T - 3O.g DEG.
i
,if,





















o.o so.o _oo.oIso.o2oo.o2So.o soo.o3so.o:oo.o 4so.osoo.o ss,_q soo.o sso.o
_T_r [5EC)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
3"/3



















































0.0 50.0 I00.0 :50.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 4,00.0 450.0 500.0 55'0.0 600.0 _50.0
TI_E ',5£C ;
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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0.0 50.0 ]O0.O !5D.O 200.0 25D.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 _.50.0 500.0 SSO.O 500.0 550.0
TIME {5EC_

















i i_ _ i









D ES C]/,.II_'1ON HEAT L,OA._
rl-t_-l- 2
105.11
: I I ' i
"- i !







0.0 50.0 !gO.g '.5C.] 200.0 250.D 30'0.0 35D.0 40O.D 450.0 500.0 550.0 SOC.O 550.0
T!NE [SECJ
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
3T6



















XT - 1918.0 IN. THETA T - 30.9 DES.
I
S'Y_OL






0.0 51).0 I_.0 150.0 200.0 ZSO.D 300.13 350.0 4130.0 450.0 50'0.0 550.0 r_O0.O 550.0
TIM[ [5[0_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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BOOY PO I/',IT 5 ] 309







O.O 50.0 1DO.D 150.O 200.0 2SO.D 500.0 3.50.0 4DO.O 450.0 54)0.0 550.0 54:)0.0 5.50.0
TIMC [SCD)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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O.O 543.0 IDO.D 150.D 2.JXI.D 250.D 300.0 350.0 4130.0 450.D 500.0 550.0 5130.0 550.0
TIM£ [5[0]


















O.D 50.0 100.0 150.0 2:00.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 8430.0 650.0
TIME 15EO)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT - 202B.0 IN. THETR T - 30.9 DEE.











O.O 50.0 lO0.O 150.O 290.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 4D0.D 450.0 500.0 550.0 600.0 650.0
TIME (5EO_
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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XT = 2028.0 IN. THET_ T = 30.9 0E8.
., t I I I




D.D 5D.D IDO.D ISD.D 200.D 2SD.D 3DD.O 35D.0 4DO.D 4SD.D SDO.O SSD.O 500.0 BSD.D
TIME ISgg)
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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1:_ E M TE C I--.! RTR 174-01
BOOT P0]NT 56283
LH2 TSNK XT - ill. 24.5 IN. THETA T - 32.5 0ES.
O
. | i
SYMBOL D_ON I I_AT LOAD
lrrT._ z
£ ' I i '' ' '
i ' ' X£._'T.C14 273.0 '(-J , -"




::3 , .,I ! '
1 ' J
I I i
.... I , • , I
[-- ' i I
_" ! i t - , . !
i iCOo - i
• ! • • _; ..
z.- i ' I ' '
P-' ! " ' I
rr- ; ' .' _A ., _
,' ;/ _\ i
! i! ..
3:: O ] ,, .. I I
_- J' i _ : ' '
I ' "tl ! I
--'7 i
• _ l, !' I , ,, , ,
O I " J I - ! J _ - -
0.0 50,0 lO0.O 15O.O 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0 550.0 6013.0 550.0
TIME 15EC]
Agreement is acceptable; no TPS impact.
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